
Quilting the Labyrinth 
with Rogene (Ronnie) Ashford
G230734
July 16-22, 2023
Supply List

1. Required* your individual copy of the Labyrinth Pattern. Purchase from Debbu Maddy’s web-
site at www.calicocarriage.com

2. Purchase and prepare the fabrics based on the chosen quilt size.
3. Bring your personal hand sewing/cutting/rulers and assorted tools.
4. If you are driving please bring your own sewing machine.
5. If you are in need of a sewing machine there will be several available, please let me know 
ahead of time if you are in need of a machine.
6. Bring alone an extra project or two to work on.
7. If you have fabrics and/or quilting items you would like to give away, feel free to bring and 
put it on our free “Rows of Sharin” table

** I will provide basic sewing supples, extra fabrics, tools, cutting tools & mats, basic rulers and 
irons.
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6. My only change in the pattern is this:  
*******NOTE: The pattern calls for the    
Lap Quilt and the Twin Quilt strips and squares to be cut at 5 7/8” -  CUT IT AT  6”.  Queen Size 
calls for strips and squares to be cut at  4 5/8”  - CUT IT AT  4 3/4” 0r 5”. King size calls for 
strips and squares to be cut at 5 7/8” CUT IT AT 6”.    
This allows you some grace in sewing and you will be trimming it down to size.  After all it is easi-
er to trim down to size rather than ripping out.   

7. You are welcome to bring your own  quilting projects to work on or a project you want some 
help with, as there will be time to play.   

8. If you have quilting items/fabrics you no longer want or need and you wish to share with class-
mates on our “Rows of Sharin’ Free Table” please bring them.   

9. If you are driving and can bring your sewing machine and your basic sewing accessories 
PLEASE DO! It is much easier and more comfortable to use your own equipment.  
  
10. **** Note if you are hlying –don’t worry about lugging your sewing machine on the plane, 
there will be several Ghost Ranch machines available to you. Plus I will be  bringing 4-5 sewing 
machines as well. Please let me know ahead of time if you need a machine.   

11. I will have extra basic sewing supplies on hand along with extra fabric.  

Gosh we are going to have such fun. I cannot wait to see what color combinations you choose.
   
Please holler at me after you sign up for the class and if you have any questions about this class.   

Be Blessed and Prayers Upward for Safe Travels,  

Ronnie Ashford  
918-902-1999 
ronnieashford@yahoo.com 
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